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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has original jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to Utah 
Code §78-2a-3(2)(j) because the Utah Supreme Court transferred this matter to the Court 
of Appeals. 
DETERMINATIVE RULES AND LAW 
Controlling precedent on the issue of boundary by monument is found in Clark v. 
Smay, 2005 WL 170704, at 3 (Utah Ct. App., 2005), citing to the Utah Supreme Court's 
decision in Mahas v. Rindlisbacher, 808 P.2d 1025, 1026 (Utah 1990). Jacobs v. Hafen, 
917 P.2d 1078, 1080 (Utah 1996) is the controlling precedent on the elements of 
boundary by acquiescence in Utah, and Staker v. Ainsworth, 785 P.2d 417 (Utah, 1990) is 
the controlling precedent as to what constitutes acquiescence in an analysis of boundary 
by acquiescence. 
ISSUES ON APPEAL 
This Brief presents 12 issues on appeal: 1) Was it error for the trial court to 
conclude that a boundary by monument had not been established prior to the development 
of Red Birch Estates. 2) Was it clearly erroneous for the trial court to find that the 
Baldwin's wall did not encroach on the Ottman property. 3) Was it error for the trial 
court to conclude that the Baldwin's wall, and the associated excavation work east of the 
wall were not a trespass on the Ottman property. 4) Was it error for the trial court to not 
conclude that silence by the Platts (Baldwin's predecessors in interest) was acquiescence 
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to the old fence line. 5) Was it clearly erroneous for the trial court to find that "for 
significant periods in the time frame from 1954 to 1970, a fence did not exist between the 
two parcels." 6) Was it clearly erroneous for the trial court to find that the Red Birch 
estates' eastern boundary was correctly surveyed and platted. 7) Was it clearly erroneous 
for the trial court to find that the fence identified during the trial that separated the 
Ottman and Baldwin properties is not the "old fence line" called out in the old deed to 
either parcel. 8) Was it clearly erroneous for the trial court to find that the location of the 
"old fence line" is consistent with the legal description of Redbirch Estate's eastern 
boundary. 9) Was it clearly erroneous for the trial court to find that the "old fence line" 
did not closely follow the chain link fence erected by Ken Howcroft. 10) Was it incorrect 
for the trial court to conclude that the preliminary injunction against the Baldwins was 
wrongful. 11) Was it incorrect for the trial court to award attorney's fees to the Baldwins 
for the preliminary injunction. 12) Was it incorrect for the trial court not to consider a 
published deposition and prior testimony from an evidentiary hearing in Plaintiffs 
closing argument. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The lower court's application of the law will be reviewed for correctness. 
Generally, the appellate court reviews a trial court's legal conclusions for correctness, 
according the trial court no particular deference. Orton v. Carter, 970 P.2d 1254 (Utah 
1998). Accordingly, issues 1,3,4, 10, 11 and 12 are to be reviewed for correctness. 
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The lower court's factual determination is entitled to deference on appeal and not 
reversible absent clear error. Saleh v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 2006 UT 20, P28 (Utah 2006); 
Lvsenko v. Sawaya, 7 P.3d 783, 787 (Utah, 2000). Accordingly, issues 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 
are reviewed under a clearly erroneous standard. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The Plaintiff and Defendant are adjoining landowners. The Plaintiff, has lived on 
her property since 1943. In 1999 the Defendants purchased their property from a legal 
entity owned by David and Maurine Piatt, who acquired the property in 1955 but never 
lived there, having only been to the property on occasional visits between 1955 and 1969. 
In September 2003, after Plaintiff refused to sell some of her property to the 
Defendants, the Defendants entered onto Plaintiffs property, tore out an existing old wire 
fence which Plaintiff maintains was the boundary between their properties, removed 
established trees and vegetation, and began building a wall in the Plaintiffs back yard. 
Plaintiff sought and obtained a preliminary injunction against Defendants to stop them 
from finishing the wall they had started. 
The trial court held an evidentiary hearing on June 11, 2004, wherein it granted a 
preliminary injunction in favor of the Plaintiff. A bench trial in this matter was held 
before the honorable Judge Anthony Quinn on September 15 and 16, 2005. The trial 
court heard closing argument and read its prepared ruling in favor of Defendants on 
September 20, 2005. 
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Defendants moved for and received an award of attorney fees and costs for the 
preliminary injunction granted to Plaintiff in 2004, which the trial court determined was 
wrongfully issued (Record at 648 & 688). 
Plaintiff moved for relief from judgment, or new trial (Record at 690-91), but the 
Court denied the motion (Record at 803-804) 
Plaintiff appeals the twelve (12) issues as set forth above. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS BEFORE THE LOWER COURT 
1. Plaintiff Shirley Ottman and the Baldwin Defendants are adjoining property 
owners near Highland drive and Creek Road in Salt Lake County, Utah (Record at 820 p. 
398:15-17). 
2. Plaintiffs property is bordered to the east by Highland Drive, to the north by the 
Pardoe property, to the West by the Baldwin property, and to the South by the Ken 
Howcroft property (Record at 820 p. 398:17-20). 
3. The Defendants own lot 5 of Redbirch Estates. Lot 5 is bordered on the east by the 
Pardoe property to the north, and by the Plaintiff on the east side to the south (Record at 
820 p. 398:21-24). 
4. In 2003 the Defendants began building a wall along what they allege to be their 
eastern boundary (between lot 5 and the properties to the east belonging to the Pardoes 
and the Plaintiff) (Record at 820 p. 398:24-25). 
5. A dispute arose between the parties as to the location of the boundary between 
their respective properties. Plaintiff sought and after an evidentiary hearing held on June 
11, 2004, obtained a preliminary injunction stopping the construction of the wall. The 
matter came on for trial on September 15-16, 2005, with closing argument and the lower 
court's ruling on September 20, 2005. 
6. In its findings and conclusions, the trial court found that "a fence existed between 
the parcels" from 1947 through the mid 1990s (Record at 820 p. 400:23-25). This is an 
appropriate conclusion considering the unchallenged testimony offered by Shirley Ottman 
that the old fence line stood as the boundary from 1942 until torn our by the Defendants 
in 2003 (Record at 819 pp. 9:16-10:25), and that it was the boundary according to Ken 
Howcroft from 1964 through 1994 (Record at 819: pp. 38:26-24, 53:11-54:11) 
7. Defendant's only testimony to rebut Plaintiffs evidence of the existence of the old 
fence line during that time, was the testimony by David Piatt, who never lived on or near 
the property (Record at 819:201), wherein he stated that there was never a fence in place 
(Record at 819 p. 205:25-206:2) during his parent's ownership of what later became the 
Defendant's property. 
8. Dave Peterson, a surveyor who assisted the Platts in subdividing their property, 
admitted that when he was surveying the eastern boundary of RedBirch Estates, he 
observed remnants of an old fence separating the Plaintiffs and Defendant's property, but 
he ignored the monument rule (Record at 820 pp.313-314) when he platted the Red Birch 
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Estates Subdivision and followed the metes and bounds description instead. He also 
admitted that he specifically instructed the Platts that the existence of the old fence that he 
had observed may create a boundary (Record at 820 p. 314:7-9), but that he ignored the 
old fence pursuant to instructions from the Platts (Record at 820 pp. 314:7-315:1). 
Plaintiffs expert testified likewise that the old fence was ignored, and should have been 
observed as a monument marking the boundary (Record at 820 p. 226:1-16). 
9. Bob Jones, a surveyor from the engineering firm of Busch and Gudgell, testified 
that the deeds for both the Plaintiff and Defendants' properties contained an identical call 
to the old fence line as the boundary between them (Record at 820 pp. 216:18-217:13, 
219:17-220:2). 
10. Although the trial court explicitly found that a fence had existed between the 
parcels from 1947 through the mid 1990s (Record at 820 p. 400:23-24), and that the 
property boundary between the parties' respective properties was identified since 1947 by 
a bearing and distancel call in the parties' respective deeds to an "old fence line" (Record 
at 820 p. 399:15-18), it nonetheless failed to establish that fence as the boundary by 
monument. 
11. Defendant Ken Baldwin testified that Bob Jones (Plaintiffs surveyor) had placed a 
stake in the ground that is pictured in Exhibits "E" and "F" (Record at 819 p. 123:22-24), 
but did not know what line the stake actually marked (Record at 819 pp.130:13-131:5). 
l For convenience the term "bearing and distance " is used synonymously with "metes and 
bounds" in this brief. In addition, Appellant also refers to "call outs" or "calls" as a 
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He also admitted that the stakes pictured in Exhibits "E" and "F", were placed in the 
middle of the forms set for constructing his wall (Record at 819 p. 124:2-5), and that the 
footings and excavation to set them encroached on the Ottman property without 
permission (Record at 819 pp.l30:20-131:15). Mr. Baldwin also confirmed that the 
footings for his wall were ultimately poured in the forms as shown in "E" and "F" 
(Record at 819 p. 131:17-19). 
12. Bob Jones testified at trial that the pictures of stakes (Plaintiffs Trial Exhibits "E" 
and "F") were the ones he placed to mark the metes and bounds description of the eastern 
boundary of Redbirch Estates according to the Plat prepared by David Petersen (Record at 
820 pp. 226:19-227:19, 229:24-230:14). The footings encroached onto Plaintiffs 
property by 6 to 8 inches beyond the wall itself and the ground was disturbed on 
Plaintiffs property some distance beyond that (Record at 820 p. 229:7-23). The 
Defendants did not challenge this testimony. 
13. Notwithstanding this unchallenged evidence, the trial court concluded that the 
Defendants had not trespassed on the Plaintiffs property by constructing their wall 
(Record at 820 p. 402:19-22). 
14. Maurine Piatt testified that the old fence line is described as the eastern boundary 
of her property (Record at 819 p. 159:5-24), she admitted that she never lived on the 
property (Record at 819 p. 153:9-12), and she was not aware of a fence (Record at 819 p. 
155:4-6). She also testified that she had no reason to believe there was not a fence 
reference to portions of the metes and bounds or bearing and distance description. 
separating the properties pursuant to the description in her deed (Record at 819 pp. 161:8-
162:8) . She also testified that she had never discussed a fence with the Plaintiff (Record 
at 819 p. 155:21-23). 
15. The trial court in this matter correctly found that the Plaintiff and Defendants are 
adjoining landowners (Record at 820 p. 398:15-17), and that "[f]rom 1947 to the mid 
1990's , a fence existed between the parcels." (Record at 820 p. 400:23-24). It also found 
that the "Plaintiff occupied property up to a fence line . . . from 1947 to 1995" (Record at 
820 p. 401:23-25), but then it erred when it improperly concluded, "[although the Platts, 
never objected to any fence that did exist, their actions constitute at most inaction and not 
acquiescence for purposes of boundary by acquiescence" (Record at 820 p. 402:6-8). 
16. The Defendants argued that silence by their predecessors in interest to an old fence 
could not constitute acquiescence (Record at 820 pp. 383:25-384:15). 
17. Ultimately the trial court concluded that silence by the Platts was not acquiescence 
to the fence between the properties (Record at 820 p. 402:1-8). 
18. Ken Howcroft testified that he installed a chain link fence in the same place the old 
wire fence had been, in fact, he testified that the post holding the gate in the chain link 
fence was placed in the very hole where he had removed a fence post from the old fence 
(Record at 819 pp. 50:22-51:19). 
19. Defendant's Exhibit K, a picture taken in 1994 by Walter Goodwin, showed the 
fence posts from the old fence line, still in place in the ground, extending north from the 
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end of the chain link fence (Record at 820 p. 324:4-12). This photographic evidence is 
consistent with testimony from Walter Goodwin that the old fence line was in the same 
general area where chain link fence is now (Record at 819 pp. 166:23-167:2), that the 
chain link fence closely followed the old fence line at the southern end of the disputed 
boundary (Record at 819 pp. 167:9-168:4), and that the old fence posts are readily 
identifiable in Defendant's Trial Exhibits I and K (photographs), extending north from the 
chain link fence (Record at 819 pp. 168:10-169:10, 170:9-18). 
20. Marvin Widerberg, a local irrigation company president and neighbor to Ken 
Howcroft, testified that in 1986 he personally supervised the installation of the irrigation 
line approximately 4 feet west of the then standing old fence line (Record at 819 pp. 
90:22-91:17, 94:6-8) and that the irrigation line installed then still runs parallel to the 
chain link fence about 4 feet west of the fence, which was as close to the fence as the 
back-hoe could dig the trench (Record at 819 pp. 95:4-96:2). Ken Howcroft testified that 
he witnessed the installation of the irrigation pipeline (Record at 819 pp. 64:9-66:9). 
21. Mr. Widerberg also testified that there is a 12-foot irrigation easement on the west 
side of the chain link fence, which is the same one that he helped to obtain in the 1980's 
(Record at 819 pp. 93:15-94:13). 
22. Defendants did not produce any evidence to refute the testimony of Mr. 
Widerberg, or Mr. Howcroft. In fact, Walter Goodwin provided testimony that there was 
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indeed a 12-foot easement west of the chain link fence consistent with the one described 
by Mr. Widerberg (Record at 819 p. 166:8-12). 
23. Bob Jones testified that he surveyed and plotted a portion of the old fence line in 
1973 and again in 1992 when he surveyed the Ken Howcroft property (Record at 820 p. 
213:16-215:7). 
24. Both experts (Bob Jones and David Peterson) agreed that the location of the old 
fence line was as plotted by Bob Jones (Record at 820 pp. 301:16-302:23, 303:13-20). 
Both experts agreed as to the location of the bearing and distance eastern boundary line of 
Redbirch Estates (Record at 820 pp. 316:9-12). The Redbirch Estates subdivision 
boundary and the old fence line boundary are distinct and have different locations, and 
were plotted by Dave Peterson at different places on Trial Exhibit L (Record at 820 p. 
292:10-293:11). Mr. Peterson also admitted that the old fence line sits well within the 
meets and bounds boundary of lot 5(the Defendant's lot) as set forth on the Redbirch 
Estates subdivision plat (Record at 820 pp. 310:23-311:5). Nonetheless, the trial court 
found that "[t]he subdivision's eastern boundary was correctly surveyed and platted." 
Record at 820 p. 399:7-8. 
25. The fence is actually called out specifically in the Ottman deed as marking the 
western boundary (Record at 819 p. 27:18-21, and 820: pp. 218:25-219:4), and in the 
Piatt's deed as marking the eastern boundary of their parcel (Record at 820 pp. 220:25-
222:10). Plaintiff testified that the old fence line was the boundary from 1945 through 
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2003 (Record at 819 pp. 9:16-10:25) when Defendant's tore out the fence posts to begin 
construction of their new fence. 
26. Shirley Ottman testified that for many years on the property the boundary fence 
also served to keep animals in the Ottman property (Record at 819 p. 24:16-23). Ken 
Howcroft testified that the old fence served to fence in feeder cows that he kept at the 
back (or western side) of Plaintiff s property as late as 1976 (Record at 819 pp. 75:6-
77:2). Marve Widerberg also testified that the old fence was in existence and that he kept 
horses on the western side of Plaintiff s back yard starting in 1962 (Record at 819 pp. 
88:23-89:9). 
27. Both experts testified that the old fence line was not strait (Record at 820 pp. 
310:3-22, 280:9-16, 294:21-295:2). However, the trial court in reaching its conclusion 
made a finding that if the old fence line were to be projected in a straight line it would not 
match up with the Pardoe/Baldwin boundary to the north (Record at 820 p. 400:9-18). 
28. Dave Peterson agreed that Bob Jones correctly located the old fence line in his 
survey of Ken Howcroft's lot, and he did not challenge its location (Record at 820 pp. 
301:16-302:23, 303:13-20). Despite the apparent Agreement of these two expert 
surveyors the trial court found Bob Jones's testimony regarding the location of the old 
fence line to be "incredible" (Record at 820 p. 400:10). 
29. Dave Peterson also admitted at trial that he testified in his deposition that 
Farmbrook Estates' (a development adjoining Redbirch Estates immediately to the south) 
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eastern boundary followed the "old fence line" (Record at 820 pp. 305:12-307:7), and that 
he had no evidence to refute testimony claiming that the old fence at issue connected the 
corner northeast corner of Farmbrook Estates with the southwest corner of the Pardoe 
property (Record at 820 p. 310:10-22). 
30. Testimony from Shirley Ottman (Record at 819 pp. 9:16-10:25, 19:18-22) and Ken 
Howcroft (Record at 819 pp. 50:22-53:11) both verified that the old fence line was the 
boundary line running from the Pardoe property to the corner of Farmbrook Estates. 
31. The following individuals testified that there was only one old fence along the 
boundary: Shirley Ottman (Record at 819 p. 10:11-13), Ken Howcroft (Record at 819 p. 
85:11-12), Marvin Widerberg (Record at 819 p. 90:1-10), Walter Goodwin (Record at 
819 p. 167:1-2), Bob Jones (Record at 820 p. 320:1-17) and David Peterson (Record at 
821:45:6-8,46:2-4). 
32. David Peterson previously testified in the evidentiary hearing on June 11, 2004, 
that there was only one old fence line, and that that old fence line was also the boundary 
for Farmbrook Estates to the south (Record at 820 pp. 305:12-307:7). Mr. Peterson also 
testified that the old fence was in place in 1996 (Record at 820 p. 348:3-8), that he 
originally attempted to follow it pursuant to the monument rule, but then he ignored it 
(Record at 820 pp. 349:8-350:2). 
33. Mr. Peterson also testified that he had personally surveyed the area and found the 
old fence line sitting to the west of the metes and bounds boundary called out for 
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Redbirch Estates, and that the bearing and distance call outs did not follow the old fence 
line (Record at 820 pp. 351:10 - 353:3). Mr. Peterson provided this testimony in court 
during the preliminary injunction hearing and the testimony was subject to cross-
examination, nonetheless, the lower court would not consider the conflicting prior 
testimony because it was not referred to during cross-examination at trial (Record at 820 
p. 353:20-23). 
34. In his deposition Mr. Peterson claimed that when he surveyed the disputed area in 
1996, he would have surveyed all fences and placed their location on his survey map 
(Record at 821:46). However, at trial Defendants presented an exhibit allegedly plotting 
a "newly discovered" fence post; Counsel for the Defendants claimed that the fence post 
was recently discovered six days before trial (Record at 820 at p. 281:3-21). However, 
the location of the fence post would have been directly under the new wall that was 
constructed starting in the fall of 2003. 
35. During his deposition, Mr. Peterson was asked, "So you felt there was another 
fence there?" Mr. Peterson answered: "No." (Record at 821:45:6-8) (emphasis added). 
He was asked: "So whatever fences were there you surveyed them?" to which Mr. 
Peterson answered, "Most likely, yes. Yes." Record at 821:46:2-4. 
36. Plaintiff reasonably relied upon this testimony and concluded that there was no 
issue of duplicate fences in this action since none had ever been mentioned in any of the 
pleadings in this matter or in the Defendants' Expert's testimony at the preliminary 
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injunction hearing (Record at 764-65), or in the Defendant's expert's deposition 
testimony (Record at 821 p. 45:6-46:4). Nonetheless for the first time at trial, Mr. 
Peterson claimed to have discovered (on September 9, 2005) a post that he assumed was 
from a second old fence line (Record. 283:1-19). 
37. During closing argument, Counsel for the Plaintiff attempted to rebut the 
questionable testimony presented by Mr. Peterson by using Mr. Peterson's Deposition, 
which had been introduced into evidence, but the Court stopped him and would not 
Consider citation from any pages of the deposition that were not specifically referred to 
during cross-examination (Record at 820 p. 352:16-354:18). 
38. Defendant's expert claimed that the only places where the old fence line followed 
the surveyed boundary was north of, and south of the Plaintiffs property, and that the 
fence line supposedly bowed to the west around the Plaintiffs property (Record at 
821:43). Mr. Peterson also acknowledged that the fence line followed by Farmbrook 
Estates and the old fence line Mr. Peterson saw when he surveyed the land follow the 
same line (Record at 821:72). 
39. Mr. Peterson alleges to have found a solitary fence post, identified for the first 
time on a survey platted on or after September 9, 2005 (Record at 820 pp. 281:2-10) that 
he claims was right in line with the bearing and distance description for Redbirch Estates, 
and opined that the post might have been remnant of a second "old" fence line (Record at 
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820 pp. 300:4-303:5, 311:6-313:12). He claimed that the post was 18 to 20 feet south 
from the corner of the Pardoe property (Record at 820 p.312: 3-4). 
40. The Defendants presented no photographic evidence of the fence post Mr. 
Peterson allegedly found. 
41. Defendant Ken Baldwin had testified that the "the cedar trees start probably 10 to 
15 feet south of the corner of Cherie Pardoe's and then extend farther south roughly 30 
feet." Record at 819 p. 110:7-9. The cedar trees therefore extended approximately 40-45 
feet south of the Pardoe property. Photograph evidence at trial shows the wall extending 
dozens of feet beyond the south end of the row of cedar trees (See Record at 819 pp. 56-
57; see also Plaintiffs Trial Exhibits 3 and 4; see also Defendant's Trial Exhibit F). This 
is consistent with Ken Baldwin's testimony that the stake pictured in Defendant's 
Exhibits "E" and "F" is 60 to 70 feet south of the Pardoe property (Record at 819 pp. 
123:21-124:12). Mr. Baldwin also confirmed that the footings for his wall were 
ultimately pored in the forms in place on the ground as shown in "E" and "F" (Record at 
819 p. 131:17-19). Based on the Defendant's own testimony, footings for the wall were 
poured at least 60 t 70 feet south of the southwest corner of the Pardoe property. 
42. Mr. Peterson admitted that in order to determine what the post (or fencing 
remnants) were actually used for, he would have to ask people in the area, but he did not 
do this (Record at 820 pp. 295:23-296:6, 296:13-14). When asked about how he 
concluded that one solitary post established a second fence line, Mr. Peterson admitted 
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that he did no research or questioning about the post he found, but that he just "assumed" 
it may have been part of a second "old" fence line (Record at 820 p. 311:6-313:12). 
43. David Peterson admitted that he did no research in attempt to identify what the 
alleged erratic fence post in the ground was there for, and that he merely presumed it was 
for a second, diverging fence (Record at 820 pp. 312:9 - 313:12). 
44. The trial court believed Mr. Peterson's new theory of multiple diverging fences 
(Record at 820 p. 329:12-21), and ultimately concluded that at one time there may have 
been multiple fences diverging along the property boundary (Record at 820 p. 401:8-16). 
45. During trial on September 16, 2005, Mr. Peterson acknowledged that he had 
previously testified that the eastern fence of Farmbrook Estates followed the old fence 
line at least on the north side (the side abutting the disputed boundary - and from which 
corner the chain link fence extended) (Record at 820 pp. 305:12 - 307:7). However, on 
September 20, 2005, the court mistakenly ruled that such a line of questioning did not 
come in at trial on September 15-16, 2005 (Record at 820 p. 354:6-15). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
This Brief presents 12 issues on appeal, summarized below. 
1. At trial both experts agreed that the monument rule preempts a conflicting 
bearing and distance description. The Defendants' expert admitted having found the old 
fence line when platting the Redbirch Estates subdivision, advising Defendants' 
predecessor in interest that it could create a boundary, then ignoring the old fence 
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pursuant to the owner's instructions. The trial court incorrectly failed to conclude that a 
boundary by monument had been established prior to the development of Red Birch 
Estates. 
2. At trial the Defendant admitted that the wall was constructed in forms that 
straddled what he believed was the property line, and that the footings for the wall and the 
associated excavation extended further into Plaintiffs property without Plaintiffs 
consent. Plaintiffs evidence also affirmed that at least parts of the wall, its footings, and 
the excavation east of the wall encroached on Plaintiffs property without consent. It was 
therefore clearly erroneous for the trial court to find that the Baldwin's wall did not 
encroach on the Ottman property. 
3. Inasmuch as the lower court failed to find that the wall, footings and excavation 
by the Defendants encroached on Plaintiffs property without her consent, it was incorrect 
for the trial court to conclude that the Baldwin's wall, and the associated excavation work 
east of the wall were not a trespass on the Ottman property. 
4. Evidence at trial showed that the Platts (Defendants' predecessors in interest) 
were silent as to the "old fence line" boundary that was described in the parties' 
respective deeds. Based on Utah law regarding acquiescence, it was incorrect for the trial 
court to not conclude that silence by the Platts was acquiescence to the old fence line as 
the property boundary. 
5. The lower court found that a fence ran along the boundary from 1947 through 
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the mid 1990s. The trial court was clearly erroneous in then also finding that "for 
significant periods in the time frame from 1954 to 1970, a fence did not exist between the 
two parcels," because no conflicting evidence was presented at trial that would support 
such a conclusion. 
6. Since both experts agreed that the bearing and distance description of Redbirch 
Estates did not follow the monument rule, and Defendants5 expert admits that he failed to 
follow the rule in platting the subdivision, the trial court was clearly erroneous in finding 
that the subdivision's eastern boundary was correctly surveyed and platted. 
7. Evidence from both parties at trial established the undisputed location of the 
"old fence line. Furthermore the great weight of evidence supports the finding that there 
was only one "old fence line." The theory that there possibly was a second diverging old 
fence is fatally flawed because of Defendant's expert's own earlier admission that there 
was only one old fence line, as well as his claim that he found the new fence post only 6 
days before trial in September 2005 in the same exact spot covered by the wall that was 
built in 2003-2004. Therefore the trial court clearly erred in finding that the fence that 
separated the Ottman and Baldwin properties is not the "old fence line" called out in the 
old deed to either parcel. 
8. Both experts agreed that the bearing and distance description of Redbirch 
Estates placed the subdivision's eastern boundary (and consequently eastern boundary of 
Defendants' parcel) to the east of the location of the "old fence line" called out as a 
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boundary in both of their deeds. Accordingly, the trial court clearly erred in finding that 
the location of the "old fence line" was consistent with the legal description of Redbirch 
Estate's eastern boundary. 
9. Ken Howcroft testified at trial that he replaced some of the old fence with a 
chain link fence on the south end of the boundary. He testified that he placed the chain 
link fence post in the same hole that the original fence used. Marvin Widerberg, who 
installed an irrigation line parallel to the "old fence line," also testified that the chain link 
fence was installed in the same place as the old fence. There was no evidence presented 
to rebut Plaintiffs evidence that the chain link fence closely followed the old fence line, 
in fact, one of Defendants' witnesses, Walter Goodwin, testified that the chain link fence 
was in the approximate location where the old fence once stood. The trial court clearly 
erred in finding that the "old fence line" did not closely follow the chain link fence 
erected by Ken Howcroft. 
10. Inasmuch as the trial court should have ruled in favor of the Plaintiff on either 
her claim for trespass, or on her quiet title claim, it was incorrect for the trial court to 
conclude that the preliminary injunction against the Baldwins was wrongful. 
11. It was incorrect for the trial court to award attorney's fees to the Baldwins for 
the preliminary injunction if in fact the preliminary injunction was properly issued. 
12. During closing argument, counsel for Plaintiff attempted to recite portions of 
Mr. Peterson's deposition that were used in cross-examination, in which Mr. Peterson 
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admitted that there was only one old fence line on or about the boundary in dispute. The 
lower court sustained an objection that the same was not used during cross-examination, 
when in fact it was. It was incorrect for the lower court to refuse to consider the 
deposition evidence used in cross-examination when Plaintiff attempted to cite it in 
closing argument. 
Plaintiff also offered additional testimony from Mr. Peterson's prior testimony to 
rebut the surprising new theory of multiple diverging fence lines that were revealed for 
the first time at trial. Because the new theory was a surprise, and Plaintiff had no notice 
of or time to prepare to rebut this new theory, Plaintiffs attorney attempted to refer to 
prior testimony from the preliminary injunction hearing that was itself subject to cross-
examination. Plaintiff also read from other portions of Mr. Peterson's deposition to show 
that the new theory was not credible. It was incorrect for the trial court not to consider a 
published deposition and prior testimony from an evidentiary hearing in Plaintiffs 
closing argument. 
ARGUMENT 
L The trial court incorrectly failed to conclude that a boundary 
by monument had been established prior to the development 
of Red Birch Estates. 
Although the trial court explicitly found that an old fence existed between the 
parcels from 1947 through the mid 1990s (Record at 820 p. 400:23-24), and that the 
boundary between the parties' respective properties was identified since 1947 by a 
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bearing and distance call as well as reference to an "old fence line" in all relevant deeds 
(Record at 820 p. 399:15-18), it nonetheless failed to establish the old fence as the 
boundary by monument. 
Even Defendant's expert, David Peterson, admitted that when he originally 
surveyed the property in 1996, he found the old fence and told the Platts (Defendants' 
predecessors in interest) about it, and that it likely constituted a boundary between the two 
parcels, but then he ignored the monument pursuant to instructions from the Platts, and 
platted the subdivision to the metes and bounds location anyway (Record at 820 pp. 
313:13-315:1). Plaintiff s expert also testified that had the monument rule been observed 
by him, the eastern boundary of Redbirch Estates would have followed the old fence line 
(Record at 820 p. 226:1-16). 
Utah law is clear that where the description of a property boundary contains a 
bearing and distance description as well as a reference to a physical monument such as a 
fence, the physical monument is controlling and is deemed to be the legal boundary where 
there is a discrepancy between the monument and the bearing and distance descriptions. 
In January 2005, quoting the Utah Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals explained Utah's 
long recognition of the rule, stating: 
As we have said, the rule governing calls to monuments provides in its 
simplest terms that "in interpreting legal descriptions, a call to a 
monument or marker takes precedence over courses and distances." 
rMahas v. Rindlisbacher, 808 P.2d 1025, 1026 (Utah 1990)]. The Utah 
Supreme Court has explained that a call to a monument is typically a more 
accurate indication of the parties' intentions and, thus, of what the true 
boundaries of the land are. See Achter v. Maw, 27 Utah 2d 149, 493 P.2d 
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989, 993 (1972). Because monuments are fixed objects, essentially 
unalterable in their location, they are more reliable as points on a boundary 
than computations of courses and distances that are susceptible to human 
error, see id., and are difficult to envision on the ground. Moreover, because 
monuments "are capable of being clearly designated and accurately 
described," there is less likelihood of error. Id. For this reason, calls to 
monuments generally take precedence over courses and distances. See 
Khalsa v. Ward, 2004 UT App 393, 8, 101 P.3d 843. Therefore, a 
presumption that a reference to a monument will prevail over a metes 
and bounds description exists unless that presumption is unreasonable. 
See id. (recognizing presumption that ditch should identify the boundary of 
a parcel unless the presumption was unreasonable under the circumstances). 
Clark v.Smay, 2005 WL 170704, at 3 (Utah Ct. App., 2005) (emphasis added)2. 
The Court of Appeals went on to explain that specific reference to an old fence 
line constitutes a monument description that the Utah Supreme Court has held would 
control when, the deed contains a discrepancy with itself and/or that of a neighboring 
deed even if the neighboring parcel contains no mention of the monument. 
The monument rule is typically employed when the boundaries of property 
as described in a deed include a monument as a point on the boundary line 
in conflict with a course or distance description in the same or a competing 
deed which contains no mention of monuments. For example, in Johnson 
Real Estate Co. v. Nielson, 10 Utah 2d 380, 353 P.2d 918 (1960), the 
defendants owned a tract of land, described in part in their deed as "thence 
running south to the old field fence 7.25 chains, more or less, thence west 
along said old fence." Id. at 919. 
2 In Clark v. Smay, the landowner sought to establish a boundary by the fact that a creek 
was sketched into a plat map (merely for purposes of orientation), although it was never 
even mentioned in the deed. Consequently he failed. The court cited a case in which the 
Utah Supreme Court held that the reference to an "old field fence" identified the location 
of a disputed boundary when the metes and bounds descriptions of the adjoining 
properties did not match up. 
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Id. This exact situation has been dealt with before, and by Utah precedent, the monument 
description prevails, even if it is found in only one of the deeds, unless it is unreasonable. 
In the instant case, both deeds call out to the old fence line as the monument, therefore 
the old fence line should have been declared by the trial court to be the legal boundary. It 
is clear that the legal descriptions containing reference to the "old fence line" indicate the 
intent to identify real property on either side up to a common fence line. The lower court 
erred by not following the monument rule and by failing to conclude that the legal 
boundary was the old fence line. Both experts agreed that Plaintiffs expert's 1983 survey 
accurately located the old fence line. 
Based on the fact that the lower court specifically found that a fence existed 
between the properties for nearly fifty years, and that both sides provide testimony that 
both properties were described with a common boundary marked by an "old fence line," 
the Court should reverse on this issue and conclude that old fence line is the correct legal 
boundary between the properties. For the exact location of the boundary, as determined 
by the location of the "old fence line," see section XII. 
II. It was clearly erroneous for the trial court to find that the 
construction of Baldwin's wall did not encroach on the Ottman property. 
Despite clear evidence that the Defendant's wall was constructed in part on the 
Plaintiffs property (Defendant's Exibits "E" and "F" showing a stake marking the 
bearing and distance boundary of Redbirch Estates in the middle of wall footings that 
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were used to construct the wall), the trial court found that there was no trespass even 
though the Defendants provided no evidence to refute the fact that the wall was 
constructed in part on Plaintiffs property. This finding by the trial court was clearly 
erroneous considering the following evidence that the wall was admittedly constructed in 
part on the Plaintiffs property. 
Bob Jones testified at trial that the pictures of stakes (Plaintiffs Trial Exhibits "E" 
and "F") were the ones he placed to mark the metes and bounds description of the eastern 
boundary of Redbirch Estates (Record at 820 pp. 226:19-227:19, 229:24-230:14). 
Plaintiff disputes that the Redbirch Estates boundary is correct and maintains that the "old 
fence line" was several feet west of the Redbirch Estates boundary, but assuming 
arguendo that the Redbirch Estates boundary was correct, the footings encroached onto 
Plaintiffs property by 6 to 8 inches beyond the wall itself and the ground on the 
Plaintiffs side of the wall was disturbed some distance beyond that when it was 
constructed (Record at 820 p. 229:7-23; see also Trial Exhibit 4, picture 3). Bob Jones 
testified that the wall built on those footings encroached on the Plaintiffs property even if 
you used the metes and bounds description (Record at 820 pp. 238:17-238:18). This 
testimony was not refuted. 
Defendant Ken Baldwin testified that Bob Jones had placed the stake pictured in 
Exhibits "E" and "F" (Record at 819 p.l23:22-24), but did not know what line the stake 
actually marked on the ground (Record at 819 pp. 130:13-131:5). He also admitted that 
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the stakes pictured in Exhibits "E" and "F", were placed in the middle of the forms set for 
constructing the wall (Record at 819 p.124:2-5), and that the footings and excavation to 
set them encroached on the Ottman property without permission (Record at 819 
pp. 130:20-131:15). Mr. Baldwin confirmed that the footings for his wall were ultimately 
poured in the forms shown in "E" and "F" (Record at 819 p.131:17-19). 
The Defendants' expert did not testify regarding the placement of the stakes 
marking the metes and bounds eastern boundary of Redbirch Estates. The only evidence 
on the subject clearly established that the fence was built straddling the property line 
Defendants' claimed to be accurate. 
Assuming arguendo that the metes and bounds description is correct, and ignoring 
the old fence line monument issue entirely, the evidence at trial clearly established that 
the stakes marking the boundary of the Defendant's property were driven into the middle 
of the forms set on the ground for the Defendants' wall, that the wall straddled that 
boundary and encroached on Plaintiffs land. There was no evidence to refute the 
placement of the stakes, or their purpose. It was undisputed at trial that the stakes in 
Exhibits "E" and "F" marked the metes and bounds eastern boundary of Defendants' 
property. Therefore, at least some of the wall, its footings, and all of the excavation 
beyond the footings that lie to the east of the stakes in "E" and "F" undisputedly 
constitute an encroachment by the Defendants onto the Plaintiffs property. Even if you 
ignore the conflict between the monument and the call outs entirely, and you use the 
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Redbirch Estates boundary as described in the bearing and distance description, the trial 
court clearly erred by failing to find that portions of the wall, its footings, and the 
excavation on Plaintiffs property encroached on Plaintiffs property. If the Court follows 
the monument rule and the greater weight of the evidence regarding the location of the 
"old fence line" it is a fortiori true that the entire wall and foundation are on Plaintiffs 
property. 
III. It was incorrect for the trial court to conclude that the Baldwin's 
wall, and the associated excavation work east of the wall were 
not a trespass on the Ottman property. 
The trial court concluded that the Defendants had not trespassed on the Plaintiffs 
property in constructing their wall (Record at 820 p. 402:19-22). Based on the facts and 
argument in the previous section, since portions of the Defendants' wall and its footings 
undisputedly encroach on the Ottman property, the trial court was incorrect in concluding 
that there was no trespass by the Defendants. Even minimal encroachment onto private 
property constitutes a trespass. Balestrieri v. Sullivan, 142 Cal. App. 2d 332 (Cal. Ct. 
App. 1956) (affirming that a fence built between 12 and 18 inches onto plaintiffs 
property constituted a trespass and justified injunctive relief). Trespass to land is defined 
as "(1) entering upon land in the possession of another, (2) remaining on the land, or (3) 
placing or projecting any object onto it." See Black's Law Dictionary, p. 1509 (7 ed. 
1999). In this case, it is undisputed that the wall was constructed in part on the Plaintiffs 
property, and thus it is a trespass. It was incorrect for the trial court not to conclude that 
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the Defendants had trespassed on Plaintiffs property by entering thereon and constructing 
a wall. 
IV. It was incorrect for the trial court to not conclude that silence by the 
Platts (Baldwin's predecessors in interest) was acquiescence to 
the old fence line. 
Maurine Piatt acknowledged that the old fence line is described as the eastern 
boundary of her property (Record at 819 p. 159:5-24), and admitted that she never lived 
on the property (Record at 819 p. 153:9-12), and that she was not aware of the existence 
of a fence (Record at 819 p. 155:4-6). She even stated that she had no reason to believe 
there was not a fence separating the properties especially in view of the description in her 
deed, which called out an old fence line as her eastern boundary (Record at 819 pp. 
161:8-162:8)3. She also testified that she had never discussed a fence with the Plaintiff 
(Record at 819 p. 155:21-23). 
The trial court found that the Plaintiff and Defendants are adjoining landowners 
(Record at 820 p. 398:15-17), and that "[f] rom 1947 to the mid 1990's, a fence existed 
between the parcels." (Record at 820 p. 400:23-24). It also found that the "Plaintiff 
occupied property up to a fence line . . . from 1947 to 1995" (Record at 820 p. 401:23-
25). But then it concluded, "[although the Platts, never objected to any fence that did 
3 Maurine Piatt admitted at trial that she had previously testified in her deposition that she 
was unaware of the existence of a fence as a boundary until the instant litigation (Record 
at 819 pp. 161:8-13, 25), and despite having no knowledge of that fence, she subsequently 
attempted to change her testimony to state affirmatively that there was no fence at all 
(Record at 819 pp. 161:19). 
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exist, their actions constitute at most inaction and not acquiescence for purposes of 
boundary by acquiescence" (Record at 820 p. 402:6-8). 
The Defendants argued that silence by their predecessors in interest to an old fence 
could not constitute acquiescence (Record at 820 pp. 383:25-384:15). In support of their 
argument, Defendants cited Argyle v. Jones, 118 P.3d 301 (Utah Ct. App., 2005), which 
held that under certain circumstances, silence did not constitute acquiescence. Ultimately 
the trial court concluded that silence by the Platts was not acquiescence to the fence 
between the properties (Record at 820 p. 402:1-8). 
To better address the state of the law of boundary by acquiescence, a brief history 
is necessary to show that the lower court's application of the Argyle decision errs by 
failing to recognize that acquiescence may be established by silence. 
Establishing a boundary by acquiescence requires: "(0 occupation up to a visible 
line marked by monuments, fences, or buildings, (ii) mutual acquiescence in the line as a 
boundary, (iii) for a long period of time, (iv) by adjoining landowners." Jacobs v. Hafen, 
917 P.2d 1078, 1080 (Utah 1996). 
In years past, there were conflicting approaches by Utah courts as to the 
requirements for establishing a boundary by acquiescence. For example, the Defendants 
site Glenn v. Whitney, 209 P.2d 257 (Utah 1949), and Hales v. Franks, 600 p.2d 556 
(Utah 1979), as precedent that a fence line between properties does not by its mere 
existence for a long time, establish a boundary by acquiescence. However, in Ekberg v. 
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Bates, 239 P.2d 205 (Utah, 1951), Motzkus v. Carroll 322 P.2d 391 (Utah, 1958), and 
Lane v. Walker, 505 P.2d 1199, 1200 (Utah 1973), the Utah Supreme Court said the 
opposite, concluding that silence regarding a fence for a long period of time can in fact 
establish a boundary by acquiescence. 
Until 1990 there was a 5th requirement for establishing a boundary by 
acquiescence that caused much of the confusion. Although the Utah Supreme Court had 
repeatedly affirmed that "acquiescence is more nearly synonymous with indolence or 
consent by silence" Lane at 1200 (emphasis added), it had also at times required the 
existence of an element of dispute or uncertainty over the actual property boundary before 
one could establish a boundary by acquiescence, such as in Halladay v. Cluff, 685 P.2d 
500 (Utah, 1984). The dissent in Halladay, pointed out that the dispute requirement 
contradicted the plain meaning of the word "acquiescence" and should be removed: 
The majority opinion in the face of 80 years of cases to the contrary also 
places the burden of proof that an uncertainty or dispute once existed upon 
the party relying upon the old established boundary. By so doing, one of the 
foundations of the doctrine is destroyed, viz., that the law implies that the 
landowners were once uncertain or in dispute and the boundary was marked 
on the ground in settlement. Holmes v. Judge, [87 P. 1009, 1010 (Utah, 
1906)]. This implication is drawn because due to the passage of time, there 
is often little or no evidence available as to the erection of the boundary 
marker. Without being able to rely on the implication, the doctrine of 
boundary by acquiescence cannot continue to exist as a workable and viable 
doctrine. Our cases have recognized that lack of uncertainty or dispute can 
be raised as a defense against the doctrine of boundary by acquiescence by 
the person assailing the old boundary. 
See Halladay, at 512. 
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The Supreme Court eliminated the 5th element in 1990 in Staker v. Ainsworth, 785 
P.2d 417 (Utah, 1990), by upholding the establishment of a boundary by acquiescence 
where a fence was merely uncontested for a long time. The Court reasoned, 
In most cases, the acquiescence is an unconscious act with no thought 
being given during the period of acquiescence to the boundary, let alone 
with surveying it.. . . '[I]t is not unjust in certain cases to require 
disputing owners to live with what they and their predecessors have 
acquiesced in for a long period of time.' 
Staker, at 422 (emphasis added), citing in part the dissent in Halladay at 510. This is 
acquiescence by silence. The Court went on to explain that although the requirement of a 
dispute or uncertainty was adopted in an attempt to minimize conflicts with the Statute of 
Frauds, it has defeated its own purpose by becoming a matter of controversy and has 
caused significant dispute in the legal arena (p. 422-23). 
Having become convinced that the objective uncertainty requirement of 
Halladay was a mistake, we change the rule accordingly. Consequently, we 
overrule the fifth requirement of objective uncertainty contained in 
Halladay v. Cluff.... 
Staker, at 424. 
Subsequent to Staker, Utah Courts have held that acquiescence to a fence or 
boundary can be established by silence. "Thus, our settled case law is contrary to 
Defendants5 argument and clearly provides that acquiescence may be established by 
silence." Mason v. Loveless, 24 P.3d 997, 1004 (Utah Ct. App. 2001) (emphasis added). 
"Acquiescence may also be shown by silence, or the failure of a party to object to a line 
as a boundary." RHN Corp. v. Veibell 96 P.3d 935, 942 (Utah 2004). 
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The Recent decision by the Utah Court of Appeals in Argyle v. Jones, 118 P.3d 
301 (Utah Ct. App., 2005), appears to be in direct conflict to its decision in Mason v. 
Loveless, and is erroneous in its analysis of the law of boundary by acquiescence. While 
the Utah Supreme Court clearly removed the requirement of dispute or uncertainty in 
Staker, the decision also stands for the premise that acquiescence can be shown by 
silence. This concept is clear precedent despite the Argyle decision. 
In Argyle, Charles Argyle purchased property in 1957 with the belief that it 
included certain disputed property. In 1958, Jones erected a fence with the sole purpose 
of enclosing a horse corral. A dispute arose regarding the strip of property between the 
two properties, upon which the corral sat. In 1961 the parties learned that the strip did not 
belong to either of them. That same year the Joneses bought the strip of land at a tax sale. 
Thereafter, Jones gave Charles Argyle permission to use the corral. The Argyle property 
was kept in the family, but at the time of the lawsuit, Charles Argyle5 grandson, Roger 
Argyle was the owner. Roger was unaware that he was using the corral land only by 
permission until he was served with a notice to quit the premises in 2001. With those 
facts, the Court of Appeals held that there had been no acquiescence to the fence line that 
would vest the property in Roger Argyle. 
In Argyle, the Court of Appeals cited the old rule (requiring a dispute or 
uncertainty) to conclude that a boundary cannot be established by silence. This flies in 
the face of precedent set by the Utah Supreme Court, and reiterated by this Court, and is 
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not controlling. In Argyle, the Court of Appeals cited Glenn v. Whitney, 209 P.2d 257 
(Utah 1949), and Hales v. Franks, 600 p.2d 556 (Utah 1979) as precedent for its decision 
(13, 18), but fails to recognize that it cited those two cases for the very points of law that 
were overruled by Staker. Glenn and Hales both rely on the old rule requiring an element 
of dispute or uncertainty for a party to establish a boundary by acquiescence, and support 
the idea that silence as to a fence line is not acquiescence. 
Clearly if one must establish the presence of a dispute at one point in time, merely 
establishing a recognizable boundary would not be sufficient. The problem is that in 
Staker the Supreme Court removed the element of dispute or uncertainty, and specifically 
found that silence was acquiescence in that case. While it may have been appropriate in 
Argyle to overturn the district court for not considering several other important factors in 
its analysis (such as the fact that neither party owned the disputed property from 1958 
through 1961, and therefore the Joneses could not acquiesce to a boundary of property it 
did not own until purchased in 1961), instead the Court mistakenly cited to the old rule 
regarding boundary by acquiescence, and affirmatively stated that silence regarding a 
fence line is not acquiescence thereto. Argyle ostensibly relies on overruled principles of 
law, therefore it does not control since its legal reasoning flies in the face of precedent 
established by the Supreme Court. 
Ironically, in Argyle, the Court of Appeals cited Van Dyke v. Chappell, 818 P.2d 
1023 (Utah 1991), noting that the landowner's actions demonstrated acquiescence. This 
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suggests that some type of action is needed, but Van Dyke does not support such a 
conclusion. Van Dyke reiterates the standard elements of boundary by acquiescence, and 
specifically holds that no action is needed to acquiesce in a fence line because there is no 
longer an element of uncertainty necessary to establish boundary by acquiescence.4 
In Argyle, the Court of Appeals also cites RHN Corp. v. Veibell 96 P.3d 935, 942 
(Utah 2004), which itself held that silence as to a fence line boundary established 
acquiescence to the same. However, the Court of Appeals's citation to RHN Corp. 
appears to be solely for the purpose of establishing that once a property owner has 
acquiesced to a boundary line, subsequent owners cannot dispute it once they discover the 
true boundary. 
For the trial court to conclude that the Platts did not acquiesce by their silence to 
the fence line (specifically identified in their deed) as a boundary of a property (that they 
only occasionally visited), is a misapplication of the law that appears to be based on a 
misapplication of the Argyle decision from the Court of Appeals rather than the Supreme 
Court's rulings. This Court should conclude, as the Utah Supreme Court has repeatedly 
ruled, that the law of boundary by acquiescence in Utah supports a conclusion that silence 
in this matter by the Platts was acquiescence to the old fence line as a boundary. At trial 
the Plaintiff clearly established the existence of a fence line well over a 20-year period 
4 Interestingly, the Van Dyke court found that since one party attempted to purchase the property from the other, it 
was obvious that the fence line was being treated as a boundary. The same thing happened in this case, the 
Defendants offered to buy Plaintiffs property before they built their wall on her property, but she refused (Record at 
819 p. 20:8-19) to sell it. This shows further that both parties knew that the old fence line served as the boundary 
between their parcels, and was intended to mark the western boundary of Plaintiff s property, contrary to the trial 
court's conclusion (see Record at 820 p. 400). 
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(58 years) to which the parties had no dispute and was referenced as the monument 
marking the boundary in their respective deeds. The Court should reverse the trial court 
on this issue. 
V. The trial court was clearly erroneous in finding that "for 
significant periods in the time frame from 1954 to 1970, 
a fence did not exist between the two parcels". 
In its findings and conclusions, the trial court found that "a fence existed between 
the parcels" from 1947 through the mid 1990s (Record at 820 p. 400:23-25). This is an 
appropriate conclusion considering the unchallenged testimony offered by Shirley Ottman 
and numerous witnesses that the old fence line stood as the boundary from 1942 until it 
was torn our by the Defendants in 2003 (Record at 819 pp. 9:16-10:25), and that it was 
the boundary according to Ken Howcroft from 1964 through 1994 (Record at 819: pp. 
38:26-24, 53:11-54:11) 5. Furthermore In its findings and conclusions, the trial court 
found that "a fence existed between the parcels" from 1947 through the mid 1990s 
(Record at 820 p. 400:23-25). This is an appropriate conclusion considering the 
unchallenged testimony offered by Shirley Ottman that the old fence line stood as the 
boundary from 1942 until torn our by the Defendants in 2003 (Record at 819 pp. 9:16-
10:25), and that it was the boundary according to Ken Howcroft from 1964 through at 
least 1994 (Record at 819: pp. 38:26-24, 53:11-54:11) The only fact that Defendants 
established on this issue at trial was that Maurine Piatt simply did not remember an old 
5 Ken Howcroft testified that in 1973 he installed the existing chain link fence in the place 
of the old wire fence (Record at 819 pp. 50:22-51:19), thus a portion of the fence had 
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fence during that time. Defendants did not provide any testimony to rebut Plaintiffs 
evidence of the existence of the old fence line during that time, except the testimony of 
David Piatt, who admitted he never lived near the property, visited the property only 
occasionally (Record at 819:201), and believed that there was no fence in place (Record 
at 819 p. 205:25-206:2). 
Despite the overwhelming evidence of numerous third party witnesses and an 
unchallenged survey by Bob Jones in 1983 which established the old fence as the 
boundary, and the trial court's own conclusion that the old fence was in place from 1947 
through the mid 1990s, the trial court contradicted itself by also finding that for periods of 
time there was no fence between the parcels from 1954 to 1970. There is no factual 
support or evidence on record from either side to this finding that there were significant 
periods of time during which a fence did not exist between 1954 and 1970. In fact, four 
witnesses for the Plaintiff, two of which lived on the parcel at issue for decades, establish 
a fence on the boundary during that time, and only one witness for the Defendant, who 
never lived on or adjacent to the property at issue, believes to the contrary. The fence was 
either in place from 1954 through 1970 pursuant to four witnesses, or it was not there at 
all. There is no middle ground, and the trial court should have weighed the evidence 
offered by each side. Accordingly, the trial court was clearly erroneous in reaching the 
conclusion that for periods of time between 1954 and 1970 there was no fence present, 
thus the Court should reverse the trial court's finding on this issue. 
been replaced prior to 1994. 
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VI. The trial court was clearly erroneous in finding that the subdivision's eastern 
boundary was correctly surveyed and platted. 
The trial court found that "[t]he subdivision's eastern boundary was correctly 
surveyed and platted." Record at 820 p. 399:7-8. In light of the admissions by the 
Defendant's expert witness, the same man who surveyed the boundary and admitted 
ignoring the monument rule, this finding is clearly erroneous. 
Dave Peterson admitted that he ignored the monument rule when surveying the 
eastern boundary of RedBirch Estates (Record at 820 pp.313-314). He also admitted that 
he specifically instructed the Platts that the existence of the old fence may create a 
boundary (Record at 820 p. 314:7-9), and that he knowingly ignored the old fence line 
pursuant to instructions from the Platts (Record at 820 pp. 314:7-315:1). Plaintiffs 
expert testified likewise that the old fence was ignored, and should have been observed as 
a monument marking the boundary (Record at 820 p. 226:1-16). Mr. Peterson also 
admitted that the old fence line that he ignored sits within lot 5 (Record at 820 pp. 
310:23-311:5). 
The admissions by Defendants' expert, taken together with the evidence from 
Plaintiffs expert, lead to the overwhelming conclusion that the eastern boundary of 
RedBirch Estates was not correctly surveyed and platted because Mr. Peterson ignored 
the monument rule when he platted Redbirch Estates' eastern boundary. The only 
conflicting testimony is the new theory advanced by David Peterson that he found 
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evidence of a solitary fence post in an area where the metes and bounds description says 
the old fence should have been. This is clearly not credible because he claims to have 
found the post six days before trial in a period when the new fence had already been 
constructed and all evidence of the old fence had been demolished. No other testimony 
contradicted that of the two experts regarding the monument rule and the old fence line. 
Moreover, Mr. Peterson agreed with Mr. Jones' survey of the location of the old fence 
line. It was clearly erroneous for the lower court to conclude that the boundary of Red 
Birch Estates' Subdivision was correctly surveyed and platted. The Court should reverse 
on this issue. 
VII. The trial court clearly erred in finding that the fence that separated 
the Ottman and Baldwin properties is not the "old fence line" 
called out in the old deed to either parcel. 
The Undisputed Location of the "Old Fence Line" 
Testimony from both sides was that there was an "old fence line" observed at or 
near the disputed boundary. Bob Jones testified that the deeds for both the Plaintiff and 
Defendants' properties contained an identical call to the old fence line as the boundary 
between them (Record at 820 pp. 216:18-217:13, 219:17-220:2). Dave Peterson admits 
finding the old fence line when surveying the eastern boundary of RedBirch Estates 
(Record at 820 pp.313-314). In its findings and conclusions, the trial court found that "a 
fence existed between the parcels" from 1947 through the mid 1990s (Record at 820 p. 
400:23-24). But the trial court did not believe that the old fence line was the boundary 
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based on three reasons. The lower court believed (1) that the purpose of the fence was 
not to identify a western boundary of the Ottman property; (2) that the old fence line 
description was reached mostly by projection and not a physical description of a fence 
actually in place, and (3) that the old fence line if it were to be projected straight out 
would not match up with the Pardoe/Baldwin boundary to the north (Record at 820 p. 
400:9-18). As shown below there is no factual support for these three reasons given by 
the lower court. 
All evidence submitted to the trial court supports a conclusion that the primary 
purpose of the old fence line was to mark the boundary between the Howcroft/Ottman 
property and the Piatt/Baldwin property. The fence is actually called out specifically in 
the Ottman deed as marking the western boundary (Record at 819 p. 27:18-21, and 820: 
pp. 218:25-219:4), and in the Piatt's deed as marking the eastern boundary (Record at 820 
pp. 220:25-222:10). Defendants presented no evidence to support a conclusion that the 
old fence was not intended to mark the boundary. Plaintiff confirmed that the old fence 
line was the boundary from 1945 through 2003 (Record at 819 pp. 9:16-10:25). Only 
years after it was in place did the boundary fence also serve to keep animals in the Ottman 
property when Plaintiffs children had cows and Marvin Widerberg kept horses there 
starting in 1962 (Record at 819 pp. 24:16-23, 75:6-77:2, 88:23-89:9). Just because a 
boundary fence is subsequently used as one of the side fences for containing animals does 
not mean that the primary purpose of the fence has ceased to be that of creating a 
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boundary. There is no basis for the Court to conclude that the purpose of the old fence 
was not to mark the boundary of Plaintiff s property. 
Whether or not much of the old fence line was located by projection, both experts 
testified that the old fence line was not strait (Record at 820 pp. 310:3-22, 280:9-16, 
294:21-295:2). It was irrefutably established that the old fence did not run in a straight 
line. Plaintiffs expert never claimed that the old fence line and the chain link fence 
should be projected straight out. Dave Peterson agreed that Bob Jones correctly surveyed 
the old fence line, and he did not challenge its location (Record at 820 pp. 301:16-302:23, 
303:13-20). 
Dave Peterson also admitted at trial that he testified in deposition that Farmbrook 
Estates' eastern boundary follows the "old fence line" (Record at 820 pp. 305:12-307:7), 
and that he had no evidence to refute testimony claiming that the old fence at issue 
connected the corner of Farmbrook Estates with the corner of the Pardoe property 
(Record at 820 p. 310:10-22). Plaintiffs provided testimony from Shirley Ottman (Record 
at 819 pp. 9:16-10:25, 19:18-22) and Ken Howcroft (Record at 819 pp. 50:22-53:11) that 
the old fence connected the comer of the property with the Pardoe property to the North 
and the comer of Farmbrook Estates to the south. If the Defendants' expert has no reason 
to doubt the testimony that the old fence line connected the comers of the properties to 
the north and to the south, then the trial court certainly had no reason to do so either. The 
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lower court clearly erred by concluding that the old fence line, as undisputedly located, 
was not the same fence separating the properties. 
The trial court was also concerned that the old fence line, projected straight out, 
would not line up with the corner of the Pardoe property. This presumption ignores the 
testimony from both sides that the fence was not straight and the undisputed testimony 
that the old fence actually connected the Pardoe corner with the Farmbrook corner. 
Interestingly the trial court found Bob Jones's testimony regarding the location of 
the old fence line to be "incredible" (Record at 820 p. 400:10) even though David 
Peterson openly admitted that Bob Joneses' survey of the old fence was correct (Record 
at 820 pp. 301:16-302:23) and consistent with his own survey of that property. Since 
both sides agreed as to its placement, there was no support for the trial court's conclusion 
that the old fence line was not located where the parties agreed it was located. Thus it 
was clear error for the lower court to find that the fence separating the parties' properties 
was not the "old fence line" referenced in the deeds. Accordingly the Court should 
reverse on this issue. 
Only One "Old Fence Line" 
If the lower court believed Defendant's new theory of multiple fences, the 
evidence is clearly against the finding that the "new" fence is the one referred to as the 
"old fence line" in the property descriptions. The following individuals testified that 
there was only one old fence along the boundary: Shirley Ottman (Record at 819 p. 
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10:11-13), Ken Howcroft (Record at 819 p. 85:11-12), Marvin Widerberg (Record at 819 
p. 90:1-10), Walter Goodwin (Record at 819 p. 167:1-2)6, Bob Jones (Record at 820 p. 
320:1-17)7 and David Peterson (Record at 821:45:6-8, 46:2-4). 
Dave Peterson was the only witness that also testified that there was possibly more 
than one old fence line that could have been the one referred to in the parties' deeds. He 
is the same person who has the most to lose if it is ultimately shown that he erred while 
plotting the eastern boundary of Redbirch Estates. Despite having previously testified 
that there was only one old fence line, and that that old fence line was also the boundary 
for Farmbrook Estates to the south (Record at 820 pp. 305:12-307:7), Mr. Peterson 
alleges to have found a solitary fence post on September 9, 2005 that was right in line 
with the metes and bounds description for Redbirch Estates, and guessed that it might 
have been remnant of a second fence line (Record at 820 pp. 300:4-303:5). Mr. Peterson 
admits that in order to determine what the post (or fencing remnants) was actually used 
for, he would have to ask people in the area, but he admits that he did not do this (Record 
at 820 pp. 295:23-296:6, 296:13-14). When asked about how he concluded that one 
solitary post established a second fence line, Mr. Peterson admitted that he did no 
6 Of note, Walter Goodwin testified that there were two fences - one on each side of an 
easement that ran along the east side of his property (west of the disputed boundary and 
directly south of Defendants), thus one old fence (the "old fence line" at issue, roughly on 
the boundary) and a parallel fence that marked the west side of the easement, some 12 
feet to the west of the old fence line (see Record at 819 p. 167:3-168:6). The second 
fence is not to be confused with the alleged second fence to the east of the old fence line 
that Mr. Peterson allegedly discovered 6 days before trial. 
7 From dozens of visits to the disputed area. 
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research or questioning about the post he "found", but that he just "assumed" it may have 
been part of a second fence line (Record at 820 p. 311:6-313:12). 
It was very precarious for the lower court to agree with Mr. Peterson's guess that 
his "newly discovered" fence post was part of a duplicate fence line, and ignore multiple 
witnesses, including Mr. Peterson himself, that testified to the contrary, that there was just 
one old fence line between the properties. 
Not only is his new testimony inconsistent with his prior testimony, and that of 
every other witness that testified about the old fence line, but Mr. Peterson's assumption 
also ignores the very likely possibility that a random fence post could have served any 
purpose. In fact, Ken Howcroft testified that he kept feeder cows at the back (or western 
side) of Plaintiff s property (Record at 819 pp. 75:6-77:2). Marvin Widerberg also kept 
horses back there, and had installed additional fencing to keep them in (Record at 819 p. 
88:23-89:9). 
Mr. Peterson's new theory about a newly discovered fence post is most importantly 
fatally flawed because Mr. Peterson asserted that he found a fence post sticking out of the 
ground right where the wall is now standing. This is simply an impossibility. 
Mr. Peterson alleges to have found a solitary fence post, identified for the first 
time on a survey platted on or after September 9, 2005 (Record at 820 pp. 281:2-10) that 
he claims was right in line with the bearing and distance description for Redbirch Estates, 
and opined that the post might have been remnant of a second "old" fence line (Record at 
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820 pp. 300:4-303:5, 311:6-313:12). He claimed that the post was exactly on the meets 
and bounds property line 18 to 20 feet from the corner of the Pardoe property (Record at 
820p.312:3-4). 
Strangely, Mr. Peterson had no photographic evidence of the alleged fence post 
that he claimed was on the property boundary about 18-20 feet south of the corner of the 
Pardoe property. Frankly he could have no such evidence because everyone agrees that 
the new wall sits right on top of the very spot where he claims to have found a fence post. 
Ken Baldwin had testified that the "the cedar trees start probably 10 to 15 feet south of 
the corner of Cherie Pardoe's and then extend farther south roughly 30 feet" running 
along side the boundary line. Record at (819 p. 110:7-9). The cedar trees therefore 
extended approximately 40-45 feet south of the Pardoe property. Photograph evidence at 
trial shows the wall extending dozens of feet beyond the south end of the row of cedar 
trees and running all the way back to the Pardoe property (See Record at 819 pp. 56-57; 
see also Plaintiffs Trial Exhibits 3 and 4). This is consistent with Ken Baldwin's 
testimony that the stake pictured in Defendant's Picture Exhibits "E" and "F" is 60 or 70 
feet south of the Pardoe property (Record at 819 pp. 123:21-124:12), and that the footings 
for his wall were ultimately poured in the forms in place on the ground as shown in "E" 
and "F" (Record at 819 p. 131:17-19). Based on the Defendant's own testimony, footings 
for the wall were poured at least 60 170 feet south of the southwest corner of the Pardoe 
property on the bearing and distance line. 
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Thus if Mr. Peterson is to be believed, he actually found a fence post in the ground 
underneath the poured foundation and wall that sit on the bearing and distance line 18 to 
20 feet (up to 70 feet at the time of trial)s south from the corner of the Pardoe property. 
This is not credible and should not have been relied upon by the trial court. 
The weight of the evidence overwhelmingly supports the finding that there was 
only one old fence line. Inasmuch as the trial court bought Mr. Peterson's fatally flawed 
new theory (Record at 820 p. 329:12-21)9 which was contrary to the weight of evidence 
presented, it clearly erred, and the Court should reverse on this issue. 
VIII. The trial court clearly erred in finding that the location of the 
"old fence line" is consistent with the legal description of 
Redbirch Estate's eastern boundary. 
Both experts agreed as to the location of the bearing and distance eastern boundary 
line of Redbirch Estates (Record at 820 pp. 316:9-12). The trial court even concluded as 
much (Record at 820 p. 399:22-24)io. Both experts also agreed as to the location of the 
8 Of note, the Defendants began again to construct their wall despite this appeal. At the 
time of the September 9, 2005 survey and trial, the end of the partially constructed wall 
extended at least 60 to 70 feet south of the Pardoe corner. 
9 Although the trial court reasoned that the second fence theory was the most convenient 
because it allegedly matched up with the metes and bounds line coming south from the 
Pardoe property, it ignores testimony from both sides that the old fence line was not 
straight (above) and as shown in the next section, ignores the fact that as projected along 
the line using the solitary post, the line does not match up with the boundary of 
Farmbrook Estates to the south. 
10 It is important to note that the trial court concluded that the experts agree as to the 
metes and bounds location, but this is incorrect. There was some discrepancy as to 
whether they agreed that the metes and bounds line as described in the Ottman deed laid 
on the same line. For example, Bob Jones testified that the descriptions were close, but 
not the same (Record at 820 pp. 232:19-234:11), but David Peterson claims they are 
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old fence line as plotted by Bob Jones (Record at 820 pp. 301:16-302:23, 303:13-20). 
But the two lines are distinct and have different locations, and were plotted by Dave 
Peterson at different places on Trial Exhibit L (Record at 820 p. 292:10-293:11; see also 
Defendant's Trial Exhibit L). Mr. Peterson also testified that he had personally surveyed 
the area in 1996 and found the old fence line sitting to the west of the metes and bounds 
boundary for Redbirch Estates, and that the boundary did not follow the old fence line 
(Record at 820 pp. 351:10 - 353:3). Thus the trial court clearly erred when it determined 
that the "old fence line" was consistent with the bearing and distance description of 
Redbirch Estates. Since there was no evidence to support the trial court's conclusion, and 
since the conclusion is in direct conflict with testimony from both sides, the Court should 
reverse on this issue. 
IX. The trial court clearly erred in finding that the "old fence line" did 
not closely follow the chain link fence erected by Ken Howcroft. 
It should be noted first of all that this finding was made in writing by the lower 
court, but was never read in the court's oral ruling, but is nonetheless key to the dispute at 
issue in this matter. For this reason the Plaintiff requested that the Record be amended to 
include the lower court's written findings and conclusions. (Record at 823-827). The 
mere fact that this important finding was omitted from the trial court's oral decision, is 
likely to be yet another indication that the finding was a mistake. 
"consistent" (Record at 820 pp. 289:4-290:15). What is certain is that they agree as to the 
bearing and distance description of the Redbirch Estates eastern boundary, that it is 
correct. 
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Ken Howcroft testified that he installed a chain link fence in the same place the old 
wire fence had been, in fact the post holding the gate in the chain link fence was placed in 
the very hole where an original old fence post had been removed (Record at 819 pp. 
50:22-51:19). It is virtually impossible to get more precise when attempting to replace a 
fence than using the very same posthole that was left by the original fence. 
Defendant's Exhibit K, a picture taken in 1994 by Walter Goodwin, showed the 
fence posts from the old fence line extending north from the end of the chain link fence 
(Record at 820 p. 324:4-12). This is consistent with testimony from Walter Goodwin that 
the old fence line was in the same general area where the chain link fence is now located 
(Record at 819 pp. 166:23-167:2), that the chain link fence closely followed the old fence 
line at the southern end of the disputed boundary (Record at 819 pp. 167:9-168:4), and 
that the old fence posts are readily identifiable in Defendant's Trial photograph Exhibits I 
and K, extending north from the chain link fence (Record at 819 pp. 168:10-169:10, 
170:9-18). 
Marvin Widerbergn also testified that he personally supervised the installation of 
the irrigation line approximately 4 feet west of the old fence line - the closest the back-
hoe could dig the trench for the line (Record at 819 pp. 90:22-91:17), and that the 
irrigation line currently runs parallel to the chain link fence about 4 feet west of the fence 
(Record at 819 pp. 95:4-96:2), and that there is a 12 foot irrigation easement on the west 
n Of note, for 18 years Marvin Widerberg was the president of the local irrigation 
company that serviced these properties (Record at 819 p. 90:11-21). 
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side of the chain link fence, the same one that Marve helped to obtain in the 1980's 
(Record at 819 pp. 93:15-94:13). 
Defendants did not produce any evidence to refute any of this testimony, in fact, 
Walter Goodwin provided testimony that there was indeed a 12 -foot easement west of 
the chain link fence consistent with the one described by Mr. Widerberg (Record at 819 p. 
166:8-12), nonetheless the trial court made the finding that the chain link fence did not 
closely follow the old fence line. The trial court's finding is not supported by the 
evidence and is clearly erroneous. The Court should reverse on this issue. 
X. It was incorrect for the trial court to conclude that the preliminary injunction 
against the Baldwins was wrongfuL 
If the Plaintiffs were to prevail on their action for trespass, as they should under 
the evidence presented to the trial court, or if they are ultimately successful in quieting 
title to the boundary created by the old fence line as a monument or by acquiescence, 
which they should based on the evidence, then the preliminary injunction granted in 2004 
was not wrongful. If this Court concludes that there was a trespass, or that the boundary 
was established along the old fence line by monument or by acquiescence, then the Court 
must also find that the preliminary injunction was properly issued. The Court should 
reverse the trial court's conclusion that the preliminary injunction issued in this matter on 
June 11, 2004 was wrongful because the Plaintiff should ultimately prevail on either its 
claim for trespass, or by establishing the boundary at the old fence line. 
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XI. It was incorrect for the trial court to award attorney's fees to the 
Baldwins for the preliminary injunction. 
If the preliminary injunction issued by the trial court in 2004 was not wrongful, 
then the Defendants should not have been awarded attorneys fees for the issuance of the 
injunction. The Court should reverse the trial court's conclusion to award Defendants 
their attorney fees for defending against the preliminary injunction. 
XII. It was incorrect for the trial court not to consider a published deposition and 
prior testimony from an evidentiary hearing in his closing argument. 
When presented with Defendants' surprising and new theory of multiple diverging 
fences at trial, Plaintiffs attorney was not able to fully refute the newly revealed theory 
on the spot during cross-examination. Although there was no warning regarding the new 
theory Mr. Tycksen was able to cross-examine Mr. Peterson on some points found in his 
deposition, but others were not presented until closing argument. The trial court 
explicitly refused to consider during Plaintiffs closing argument a summary of evidence 
specifically brought up in cross-examination, nor would it consider other prior sworn 
testimony. Considering the fact that the new theory was unveiled on the second day of 
trial, the trial court should have considered all of the evidence Mr. Tycksen presented to 
rebut the new theory. 
Prior Conflicting Testimony used in Cross Examination and in Closing Argument 
The trial court mistakenly believed opposing counsel when opposing counsel 
claimed that Mr. Peterson was never asked during cross-examination at trial about his 
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conflicting deposition testimony stating that the eastern fence of Farmbrook Estates is 
consistent with the old fence line and Redbirch Estates's eastern boundary (Record at 820 
pp. 354:6-355:14). David Peterson's testimony during deposition was that the eastern 
boundary of Farmbrook Estates (situated to the south of Defendants' property) followed 
the old fence line (Record at 821 pp. 71:18 - 72:3). Mr. Tycksen read this very language 
to Mr. Peterson during cross-examination at trial, and Mr. Peterson acknowledged that he 
testified that the eastern fence of Farmbrook Estates followed the old fence line at least 
on the north side (the side abutting the disputed boundary - from which the chain link 
fence extends) (Record at 820 pp. 305:12 - 307:7). However, upon Defendants' 
objection during Plaintiffs closing argument, the court mistakenly agreed with opposing 
counsel that such a line of questioning did not come in during cross-examination (Record 
at 820 p. 354:6-15). 
Not only did the trial court explicitly ignore this evidence, it appears that it ignored 
this fact when making its oral findings and conclusions. If the boundary of Farmbrook 
Estates was in line with the old fence line (as affirmatively testified by both sides), it 
would preclude any possibility of the existence of a duplicate fence line to the east of that 
boundary, and it would solidify Plaintiffs case that the old fence line extended north 
from the northeast corner of Farmbrook Estates to the corner of the Pardoe property. 
The lower court erred by failing to consider this evidence, since it was properly 
introduced, and it unequivocally impeached Mr. Peterson's newly created theory. 
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Prior Conflicting Testimony of Record used only in Closing Argument 
Mr. Peterson presented new testimony at trial that was directly contrary to 
testimony he had provided previously regarding the disputed old fence line. During 
closing argument, Mr. Tycksen pointed out Mr. Peterson's conflicting testimony. For 
example, at the evidentiary hearing on June 11, 2004, Mr. Peterson testified that the old 
fence was in place in 1996 (Record at 820 p. 348:3-8), that he originally attempted to 
follow it in compliance with the monument rule, but then he ignored it (Record at 820 pp. 
349:8-350:2). He then testified at trial that there was a newly discovered second fence 
(Record at 820 p. 350:3-23) based on an alleged fence post that Mr. Peterson claimed he 
found in the same spot where the wall has been constructed. 
Mr. Peterson also testified that he had personally surveyed the area and found the 
old fence line sitting to the west of the metes and bounds boundary for Redbirch Estates, 
and that the boundary did not follow the old fence line (Record at 820 pp. 351:10 — 
353:3). Mr. Peterson provided this testimony in court and the testimony was subject to 
cross-examination, nonetheless, the lower court ignored the inconsistency, and 
specifically indicated it would not consider the conflicting prior testimony because it was 
not read again during cross-examination at trial (Record at 820 p. 353:20-23). 
Mr. Peterson admitted in the evidentiary hearing before the trial court that there 
was only one old fence line in existence at the time he surveyed the property (Record at 
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821:40). Mr. Peterson also acknowledged that the fence line followed by Farmbrook 
Estates and the old fence line Mr. Peterson saw when he surveyed the land follow the 
same line (Record at 821:72). 
During his deposition, Mr. Peterson was asked, "So you felt there was another 
fence there?" Mr. Peterson answered: "No." Record at 821:45:6-8) (emphasis added). 
He was asked: "So whatever fences were there you surveyed them?" to which Mr. 
Peterson answered, "Most likely, yes. Yes." Record at 821:46:2-4. Counsel for Plaintiff 
reasonably relied upon this testimony and concluded that there was no issue of duplicate 
fences in this action since none had ever been mentioned in any of the pleadings in this 
matter or in the Defendants5 Expert's testimony at the preliminary injunction hearing 
(Record at 764-65). Nonetheless Mr. Peterson claimed to have discovered on September 
9, 2005, a phantom fence post never seen by any other individual (and in a spot currently 
underneath the wall) constructed in 2003/2004 that he figured was the remnant of a 
second old fence line (Record. 283:1-19). Plaintiff had no opportunity to prepare on the 
spot for the new theory and the trial court did not afford the Plaintiff an opportunity to 
prepare for and refute the new theory sprung by the Defendants' expert at trial. The trial 
court should have allowed the Plaintiff to cite to Mr. Peterson's prior testimony to refute 
Defendants' newly revealed theory. 
During closing argument, Counsel for the Plaintiff attempted to rebut the 
questionable testimony presented by Mr. Peterson by using Mr. Peterson's Deposition, 
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which had been introduced into evidence, but the Court stopped him and would not allow 
the use of any pages of the deposition that were not specifically referred to during cross-
examination (Record at 820 p. 352:16-354:18). If Counsel for the Plaintiff had allowed 
the opportunity, the theory of multiple fences would have been more clearly to be a 
flawed theory that was concocted in effort to protect Mr. Peterson and to defeat the 
Plaintiffs claim. 
Rule 32 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure governs the use of depositions. Rule 
32(d) now makes "publication" of a deposition unnecessary. See Salt Lake City Corp. v. 
James Constructors, Inc., 761 P.2d 42,45 (Utah Ct. App. 1988). In fact, "any deposition 
may be used by any party for the purpose of contradicting or impeaching the testimony of 
[a] deponent as a witness or for any other purpose permitted by the Utah Rules of 
Evidence." URCP 32(a)(1). Although the deposition was published at trial, it was 
unnecessary to do so under the rules, and deposition testimony is admissible for purposes 
of impeachment. The real limitation on what can come in during closing argument is that 
"Counsel is required to keep within the evidence, and may not use language not justified 
by the record." 75 Am Jur 2d, Trial § 692; Scofield, Trial Handbook for Utah Lawyers, 
677(1994). All of the evidence read by Mr. Tycksen was part of the record. In fact, it 
was all sworn testimony subject to cross-examination, and the trial court should have 
considered it. 
It is patently unfair to allow the Defendant to spring a new theory on the Plaintiff 
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at trial, a new theory that contains evidence purportedly discovered 6 days before trial, 
and expect Plaintiffs attorney to be ready to counter the new theory without any prior 
warning. The interests of fair play and justice require that the Plaintiff have fair 
opportunity to rebut this "new evidence" that had never before been disclosed. 
In his deposition Mr. Peterson claimed that when he surveyed the disputed area in 
1996, he would have surveyed all fences and placed their location on his survey map 
(Record at 821:46). Nonetheless, at trial, Mr. Peterson alleged to have suddenly found an 
additional fence post (that he purported to be on the very line in a spot beneath where the 
wall was constructed in 2004, but not verified to exist by any other individual) to support 
a new theory of multiple fences. The trial court should not have merely ignored this 
blatant inconsistency in Mr. Peterson's testimony. The Plaintiff should have been 
allowed the opportunity to refute the new theory sprung mid-trial. 
Since the new theory and the alleged evidence to support it was not revealed 
during trial, 12 and revealed for the first time during the second day of trial, Plaintiffs 
attorney had no way of anticipating the new theory, and the ambush tactic of springing the 
new theory proved sufficient to convince the trial court that there were at one time 
multiple fences (Record at 820 p. 401:8-16). It was clear error for the trial court in 
rendering its decision, not to consider this contradicting prior testimony from Mr. 
12 Plaintiff does not believe that there was a new survey conducted just prior to trial. It is 
more likely that the fabrication of the new fence post was concocted mid-trial (when it is 
too late to dispute with photographic evidence) since there is no evidence of a fence post, 
and not one of the dozens of pictures of the disputed area shows a fence post in the area 
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Peterson. 
Mr. Peterson's new story that there is suddenly a newly discovered diverging 
second fence line is inconsistent with his previous testimony at the evidentiary hearing 
and in his deposition. It is unfair to allow the Defendants to suddenly change their story 
mid-trial, without allowing the Plaintiff the opportunity to utilize prior testimony in 
closing argument to refute the new theory. Since the new theory was first revealed on the 
second day of trial, Plaintiff was not prepared to deal with it, nor should he be held to the 
strict standard of being prepared for any allegedly newly discovered evidence that the 
Defendants could reveal for the first time at trial. Plaintiffs attorney should have been 
allowed to refer to prior testimony during his closing argument, and the court should have 
considered it. Once given a little time to review the evidence (there was a four-day span 
prior to hearing closing arguments), Plaintiffs attorney located Mr. Peterson's prior 
testimony that showed that the new theory was not credible. 
The trial court clearly erred by failing to consider the evidence presented by the 
Plaintiff in cross-examination that rebutted the Defendants' new theory. Furthermore, 
because the new theory was sprung on Plaintiff by surprise, the additional testimony read 
during closing argument that more fully revealed that Defendants' expert had changed his 
story, should have been admitted to show that the duplicate fence idea was not credible. 
The Court should reverse the trial court because the trial court failed to consider 
the evidence before it when it disallowed validly presented evidence and ignored justice 
where Defendants' expert claims to have found it. 
by adopting the multiple fence theory. Based on the evidence on this issue, the Court 
should consider the evidence summarized in Plaintiffs closing argument showing that 
Mr. Peterson's new theory that there was a second diverging fence line was in direct 
conflict with his prior testimony. 
FEES AND COSTS 
Pursuant to Rule 24 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, Plaintiff sets forth 
below the reasons for awarding her attorneys fees on and costs on appeal and remand. 
Utah Code §78-27-56 authorizes the Court to award attorney fees where they are 
incurred to defend against a bad-faith argument. If the Court remands on the issue of 
multiple fences, and ultimately the Plaintiff prevails in disproving the theory, she should 
be awarded her attorney's fees incurred on appeal and on remand because they were 
directly caused by Mr. Peterson's incredible new theory that there was a second diverging 
old fence. 
Rule 34 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure authorizes the Court to award 
the Plaintiff her costs on appeal if she prevails. Plaintiff asks the Court to make such an 
award. 
REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
The arguments made in this brief are much easier to understand when the exhibits 
are used and diagrams can assist the court in getting a clear picture of the layout of the 
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land. The Plaintiff/Appellant respectfully requests a hearing for oral argument on the 
issues presented in this appeal. 
CONCLUSION 
The lower court erred in its conclusions of law by failing to conclude that: the 
boundary between the parties was established by monument along the old fence line prior 
to the Defendants' acquiring the property; the excavation work and placement of the 
footings of the Defendants' wall constituted a trespass on Plaintiffs property; and that the 
silence by the Defendants' predecessors in interest constituted acquiescence sufficient to 
established the old fence line as the boundary between the respective properties. 
The lower court clearly erred by failing to find that: the Defendants' wall 
encroached on Plaintiffs property; and the "old fence line" called out in the deeds of both 
properties was the very fence that separated the properties belonging to the Plaintiff and 
Defendants. The trial also court clearly erred when it found that a fence did not exist 
between the parcels for periods of time between 1954 and 1970; that the eastern boundary 
of Redbirch Estates was correctly surveyed and platted; that the location of the "old fence 
line" is consistent with the eastern boundary of Redbirch Estates; and that the "old fence 
line" did not closely follow the chain link fence erected by Ken Howcroft. 
The lower court incorrectly refused to consider prior testimony from the 
evidentiary hearing, and deposition testimony of Mr. Peterson (that was used in trial) that 
Plaintiffs attorney cited in his closing argument. It was likewise incorrect for the trial 
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court to conclude that the preliminary injunction issued in 2004 was wrongful. 
Consequently, the attorney's fees incurred by the Defendants for defending against the 
preliminary injunction were improperly awarded to the Defendants by the trial court. 
Accordingly the Court should reverse the lower court's findings on the issues 
addressed above, quiet title in the Plaintiff to the "old fence line," and remand to the 
lower court for a determinations of the actual location of the old fence line and for a 
determination of damages to be awarded to Plaintiff in this matter. 
The Court should also award the Plaintiff her reasonable attorney fees and costs on 
appeal pursuant to Rules 24 and 11 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure. The Court 
should also award the Plaintiff her attorney's fees and costs incurred rebutting the 
dubious theory of the second fence line pursuant to UCA §78-27-56, which includes the 
fees and costs on appeal and upon remand on the issue of multiple diverging fences. 
DATED this 19th day of September 2006. 
Chad C Shatttick ^ v 
Attorney for the Plaintiff/Appellant 
13 At trial the Court indicated it would hold a separate hearing to determine the actual 
location of the old fence line if the Plaintiff is able to prove that the old fence line was the 
monument marking the boundary (Record at 820 pp. 358:22-359:5). 
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I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing, Brief of 
Appellant, postage pre-paid to the following: 
Russell A. Cline 
CRIPPEN & CLINE 
10 West 100 South, Suite 425 
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ADDENDUM 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Judgment and Order 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE THIRD JUDICIAL D I S T R I C T 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHIRLEY OTTMAN, 
P l a i n t i f f , 
vs , 
KENNETH BALDWIN, an i n d i v i d u a l , 
and COLLETTE BALDWIN, 
an i n d i v i d u a l , 
D e f e n d a n t s . 
FINDINGS OF FACT AJ<7D 
CONCLUSIONS OF LA.W 
CASE NO. 0 4 0 9 0 7 5 5 3 
. The t r i a l of t h e a b o v e - e n t i t l e d m a t t e r was h e l d S e p t e m b e r 1 5 a a d l b , 
2 0 0 5 , i n S a l t Lake C i t y , U t a h . P l a i n t i f f was r e p r e s e n t e d b y S t e v e n C. 
T y c k s e n , and d e f e n d a n t s w e r e r e p r e s e n t e d b y R u s s e l l A. C l i n e . A f t e r 
r e c e i v i n g t e s t i m o n y , e x h i b i t s and a r g u m e n t , t h e C o u r t e n t e r e d i t s 
F i n d i n g s of F a c t and C o n c l u s i o n s of Law, a s f o l l o w s : 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1 P l a i n t i f f ( " O t t m a n " ) and d e f e n d a n t s ( " B a l d w i n s " ) a r e a d j o i n i n g 
p r o p e r t y owner s i n an a r e a n e a r H i g h l a n d D r i v e and C r e e k R o a d i n S a l t 
Lake C o u n t y , S t a t e of U t a h . 
2 Ottman owns a p a r c e l of p r o p e r t y t h a t b o r d e r s H i g h l a n d D r i v e 
on t h e E a s t , t h e Pa rdoe p r o p e r t y on t h e n o r t h , B a J d w i n s ' p r o p e r t y on t h e 
wes t , and t h e Kenneth J-Jowcroft p r o p e r t y on t h e s o u t h . 
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3 Baldwins own Lot 5 in Red B i r c h E s t a t e s s u b d i v i s i o n . Lo t 5 i s 
b o r d e r e d on t h e wfcs£/by the Pardoe p r o p e r t y t o the n o r t h and p J a m t i f f s 1 
p r o p e r t y t o the south, 
4 In 2003, Baldwins began cons t ruc t ing a wall along t h e e a s t e r n 
boundary of Lot 5. 
5 Pr ior to doing so, the Baldwins had the ea s t e rn boundary of 
Lot 5 re-surveyed. 
6 I t was only a f t e r const ruct ion of the wall t ha t t he Baldwins 
became aware that Ms. Ottman claimed tha t t h e Baldwins1 r ecorded boundary 
l i ne was incor rec t . 
7 The p la t of Red Birch Esta tes subd iv i s ion was recorded i n 19 9 9 
Ln Salt Lake County. The subdivision covers proper ty p r e v i o u s l y owned 
>y the P ia t t family s ince 1954. 
8 The subdiv i s ion ' s eastern boundary was c o r r e c t l y surveyed and 
l a t t e d , was checked and approved by the S a l t Lake County Surveyor , was 
n accordance with the e x i s t i n g standards fo r p ro fess iona l s u r v e y i n g and 
or surveying in Salt Lake County, and bo th p l a i n t i f f ' s e x p e r t (Robert 
ones) and defendants' expert (David Peterson) have t e s t i f i e d t h a t t h e 
>tes and bounds eastern boundary of the subdiv i s ion i s c o r r e c t . 
9 The boundary between the P i a t t land (now Red Birch E s t a t e s ) 
d Ottman's property s ince at Deast 194 7 has been defined by b e a r i n g and 
stance c a l l s , as well as reference to an "old fence J i ue . " 
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:i 0 The p r o p e r t y l i n e in q u e s t i o n ha s been r e p e a t e d l y s u r v e y e d by 
Rober t Jones - - a su rveyor employed by p l a i n t i f f ' s fami ly a t v a r i o u s t i m e s 
s i n c e a t l e a s t 1973, and David P e t e r s o n - - a s u r v e y o r employed by Red B i r c h 
E s t a t e s . The s u r v e y o r s ag ree on the l o c a t i o n of the b o u n d a r y b a s e d upon 
t h e h e a r i n g and d i s t a n c e d e s c r i p t i o n s of t he r e s p e c t i v e p a r c e l s . 
P l a i n t i f f a s s e r t s , however, t h a t t h e "old f e n c e l i n e " p l a c e s h e r w e s t e r n 
boundary f u r t h e r west a t an amount of 4.9 f e e t a t t h e s o u t h end t o 5 . 8 
f e e t a t the no r th end. 
11 Surveyor Rober t J o n e s s u p p o r t s t h i s view, b a s e d on a s u r v e y h e • 
per formed in 1973. That su rvey was done f o r t h e p u r p o s e of d e f i n i n g t h e 
b o u n d a r i e s of the Ken Howcroft p r o p e r t y i m m e d i a t e l y t o t h e s o u t h of 
p l a i n t i f f ' s p r o p e r t y . That s u r v e y i d e n t i f i e s an o ld f e n c e l i n e a t t h e 
w e s t e r n boundary of t h e Ken Howcroft p r o p e r t y and s i m p l y p r o j e c t s i t 
n o r t h t o the p r o p e r t y owned by Ottrnan. The Court f i n d s Mr. J o n e s ' 
t e s t i m o n y with r e s p e c t t o t h e l o c a t i o n of t h e o ld f e n c e l i n e t o b e 
i n c r e d i b l e because : 
(a) I t s p r i m a r y pu rpose was n o t t o i d e n t i f y t h e w e s t e r n 
boundary of the Ottrnan p r o p e r t y ; 
(b) The "old fence l i n e " he d e s c r i b e s was r e a c h e d mostly by 
p r o j e c t i o n and not by p h y s i c a l d e s c r i p t i o n of a fence a c t u a l l y i n p l ace , -
(c) The o ld fence l i n e t h a t he p r o j e c t s would n o t match up 
wi th the boundary between B a l d w i n ' s and the Pa rdoe p r o p e r t y , which i s n o t 
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12 The "old fence l i n e " does not e x i s t on the r e Jevan t p a r c e l s 
today and did pot ex is t in suf f ic ien t r e p a i r or con t inu i ty to l o c a t e 
boundary when Baldwins purchased their l o t in 1999. 
13 From 1947 to the mdd-1990's, a fence ex i s t ed between the 
pa rce l s . In fac t , at one t ime, a fence went from Cottonwood Creek on t h e 
north to Creek Road on the south and defined a l a rge r p a r c e l owned by 
Earl -Howcrof t . 
14 The la rger parcel has since been subdivided dur ing the p e r i o d 
of 1947 to 1973 in to a number of smaller p a r c e l s tha t each had t h e o ld 
tence l ine as t he i r western boundaries. The owners of t h e v a r i o u s 
parcels have taken various -apppoa-Ghas to the maintenance of t h e old f e n c e 
.ine. 
15 An old fence l i ne s t i l l ex i s t s along the Baldwin/Pardoe b o r d e r 
hat tracks exact ly with the bearing and d i s t a n c e d e s c r i p t i o n of t h e two 
a rce l s . 
16 Kenneth Howcrof t--who l i v e s south of p l a i n t i f f - - h a s 
instructed a chainlink feijce at his western boundary t h a t he c l a i m s i s 
seated on the same spot as the "old fence l i n e , " except as i t was 
verted to avoid a t ree and pewer pole . Botrfr surveyors ag ree t h a t t h i s 
yyce i s located furtiiHr eas t anjd at a d i f f e r e n t bear ing than any 
asonahle est imate of the old fence l i n e . 
17 There are remnants of two fence l i n e s extending south from t h e 
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diverge west a t that po in t , away from the bear ing and d i s t a n c e p r o p e r t y 
l i n e . However, at l e a s t one fencepost remains of an old fence t h a t 
continues south d i r e c t l y on the bearing and dis tance l i n e . Remnants of 
an Q-1 d fence a l so e x i s t .at va r ious po in t s going south toward .Creek Road 
tha t appear to correspond d i r e c t l y to the bear ing and d i s t a n c e l i n e . 
18 There a re i n s u f f i c i e n t remains of the o r i g i n a l "old fence 
l i n e " to be useful in l o c a t i n g the boundary. 
19 The fence l i n e t h a t separated Ottman's and Ba ldwin ' s p r p p e r t y 
exis ted at l e a s t at times between i960 and 1995 i s not t h e "old fence 
line11 called out in the old deeds to e i t h e r pa rce l . 
20 P l a i n t i f f occupied proper ty up t o a fence l i n e t h a t was 
v i s i b l e at var ious t imes, depending upon the l eve l of maintenance a p p l i e d 
to the fence, from 1947 to 1995. 
21 The P i a t t family did not recognize, or ever a c q u i e s c e in t h e 
fence l ine as the boundary a t any time a f t e r they acquired t h e p r o p e r t y 
in 1954. Ma-urine P i a t t and David P i a t t c r e d i b l y t e s t i f i e d t h a t a t l e a s t 
for s ign i f ican t per iods in the time frame from 1954 to 1970, a fence d i d 
not ex is t between the two p a r c e l s . Although the P l a t t s neve r o b j e c t e d 
to any fence that did e x i s t , t h e i r a c t i o n s c o n s t i t u t e a t most i n a c t i o n 
and not acquiescence for purposes of boundary by acquiescence . 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1 Based on t h e f o r e g o i n g , t J t J e J s q u i e L e d i n d e f e n d a n t s t o L o t 
5 of Red B i r c h E s t a t e s s u b d i v i s i o n up t o t h e b e a r i n g a n d d i s t a n c e 
i n s c r i p t i o n i n t h e s u b d i v i s i o n p l a t . 
2 The r e f e r e n c e t o t h e "old fence l i n e " w i ] l be removed f rom t h e 
e g a l d e s c r i p t i o n of e i t h e r p a r c e l . 
3 Boundary by a c q u i e s c e n c e may n o t b e a p p l i e d i n t h i s c a s e , 
e c a u s e t h e r e was no m u t u a l a c q u i e s c e n c e i n an)/ f e n c e a s t h e b o u n d a r y 
e t w e e n t h e a d j o i n i n g p a r c e l s . 
4 D e f e n d a n t s a r e a w a r d e d a J u d g m e n t of no c a u s e o f a c t i o n on 
L a i n t i f f ' s t r e s p a s s c l a i m , i n t h a t p l a i n t i f f h a s f a i l e d t o p r o v e 
- e s p a s s by a p r e p o n d e r a n c e of t h e e v i d e n c e . 
D a t e d t h i s day of S e p t e m b e r , 2005. 
ANTHONY B. QUINN 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
J h e r e b y c e r t i f y t h a t J m a i l e d a t r u e and c o r r e c t c o p y o f t h e 
f o r e g o i n g F i n d i n g s o f F a c t and C o n c l u s i o n s of Law, t o t h e f o l l o w i n g , t h i s 
day of S e p t e m b e r , 2 0 0 5 : 
Stei 'en C. Tyolcsen 
At to rney for P l a i n t i f f 
5300 South 360 West, S u i t e 360 
Murray, Utah 84123 
R u s s e l l A. Cline 
.At torney for Defendants 
10 West 100 South, S u i t e 425 
S a l t Lake City, Utah 84101 
Russell A. Cline (4298) 
CRIPPEN & CLINE L.C. 
Attorneys for Defendants 
10 West 100 South, Suite 425 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
(801)539-1900 
(801) 322-1054(Fax) 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
m AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SHIRLEY OTTMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KENNETH BALDWIN and COLLETTE : 
BALDWIN, : 
Defendants. : 
: JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
Civil No. 040907953 
This matter having come before the court for a bench trial on September 15, 16 and 20, 2005, 
and plaintiff Shirley Ottman having been represented by Steven Tycksen and Defendants Kenneth 
Baldwin and Collette Baldwin having been represented by Russell A. Cline and defendants Motion 
for Costs and Attorneys Fees having also come before the court and good cause appearing, it is hereby 
ordered, decreed and adjudged as follows: 
1. Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint is hereby dismissed with prejudice and on the merits 
as to all causes of action. 
2. The eastern boundary of Lot 5, Red Birch Estates, according to the official plat thereof, 
as recorded in Salt Lake County, Utah (Sidwell No. 22-33-229-026) ("Lot 5") is hereby amended to 
delete any reference to "said old fence line" in describing the eastern boundary of Lot 5. 
3. The location of the wall as currently being constructed along the eastern boundary of 
Lot 5 is hereby adjudged as being within the boundary of Lot 5. 
4.. Defendants5 Motion for Costs and Attorney's Fees is hereby granted in the amount of 
$3,002.94. 
5. Defendants are hereby awarded judgment for $3,002.94 against Shirley Ottman, to 
accrue interest at the post-judgment rate as provided by law. 
6. Except as otherwise provided herein, each party is to bear its own costs and attorney's 
fees. 
/ Dated this day ofTftTvember, 2005 
BY THE COURT 
Approved as to Form: 
Sr 
Steven Tycksen 
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first class mail, postage pre-paid, the foregoing to: 
Steven C. Tycksen 
Zoll & Tycksen, LC 
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